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INTELLIGENT SECURITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

CROSS-REFEERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present application relies on, for priority, United States Patent Provisional

Application Number 62/084,193, entitled "Intelligent Security Management System", and filed

on November 25, 2014, for priority. The above-mentioned application is herein incorporated by

reference in its entirety.

FIELD

The present specification relates generally to intelligent systems and methods of

managing the flow of people through security checkpoints in order to optimize overall

throughput, efficiency and staffing needs.

BACKGROUND

Locations must often be secured to ensure public safety and welfare. For example, places

where there are large concentrations of people, such as airports or entertainment events, places

that are of particular governmental importance, such as courthouses and government buildings,

and other places where the threat of violence is high, such as prisons, require security measures

to thwart dangerous or illegal activities. The primary security objective is to prevent the

unauthorized entry of weapons, dangerous materials, illegal items, or other contraband into the

location, thereby securing it. This is often achieved by requiring all people and items to enter

into the location through defined checkpoints and, in those checkpoints, subjecting those people

and items to thorough searches.

Currently, various devices are used to perform such searches. Regardless of the place of

use, these detection systems are employed to detect the presence of contraband on the body or

luggage of individuals entering the secure area. Contraband is not limited to weapons and arms,

but rather it includes explosives (fireworks, ammunition, sparklers, matches, gunpowder, signal

flares); weapons (guns, swords, pepper sprays, martial arts weapons, knives); pressurized

containers (hair sprays, insect repellant, oxygen/propane tanks); poisons (insecticides, pesticides,

arsenic, cyanide); household items (flammable liquids, solvents, bleach); and corrosives (acids,

lye, mercury).



People screening systems such as metal detectors are deployed at defined checkpoints to

detect threat items such as weapons, explosives, and other dangerous objects concealed under

clothing and within clothing. Such conventional security systems rely on data independently

recorded at the time of screening to evaluate the possibility of a concealed threat item. There

exist a wide range of threat items, which are difficult to be automatically and conclusively

detected by automated algorithmic-based detection systems thereby necessitating a need for

physical search of personnel. A full physical or a body pat-down search is often time-consuming,

resource-intensive, and uncomfortable for both the security personnel and the subject under

inspection. The time consumed in performing full-body pat-downs further decreases throughput,

thus making the process slow and inconvenient for other subjects who are in queue for security

screening.

The conventional security systems such as metal detector systems do not rely on any kind

of data driven artificial intelligence. These devices are not intelligent and do not relate the search

results during a screening process with the past screening history of an individual. Every

screened passenger is evaluated in the same way irrespective of the things he or she normally

carries or the way he or she dresses. A typical metal detector system works to detect the presence

of any conducting object present with the screened person in his or her clothing or belongings. In

several instances, people normally wear or carry conducting objects such as metal ornaments or

keys or a writing instrument. A typical metal detector is unable to conclusively distinguish

between a threat element and a metal based non threat element such as a writing instrument

leading to false alarm during the screening process. This generally requires the security

personnel to perform a full body pat-down search of the screened personnel leading to

inconvenience and reduced throughput.

In addition, screening checkpoints used in current security systems predominately operate

using a single input and single output line approach. Because the metal detectors are unable to

conclusively distinguish between threat items and non-threat items which are made of

conducting materials, the complex security protocols being instituted require individuals to get

many of their belongings such as wallets, mobile phones, keys and other items, scanned by an X-

ray scanner. Usually this is done because some of these non-threat items can trigger false alarms

when the individual passes through the metal detector. It takes a considerable amount of time for

individuals to divest themselves of their belongings and to place them for separate screening.



This divestiture process tends to happen serially with individuals waiting in line until they have

access to the machine. Contributing to the lag associated with the divestiture process, current

systems employ a single conveyor belt, upon which each of the individual passenger items must

be placed in order for the items to pass through the x-ray machine. Once the items are scanned,

they accumulate on the opposite side of the scanning machine, thus creating "traffic" on the belt

until retrieved by the passenger/owner. The belt must often be stopped by the operator to

prevent the backlog of unclaimed baggage from reversing into the x-ray machine.

United States Patent Application Numbers 14/944,067, 14/859,647, 14/531,485,

14/293,233, 14/280,774, 14/149,473, 14/104,508, 13/942,563, 13/903,598, 13/365,1 14,

13/175,785, 12/887,510, and 12/643,021 and United States Patent Numbers 9,182,516, 8,995,619,

8,774,362, 8,766,764, 8,654,922, 8,638,904, 8,576,982, 8,199,996, 8,135,1 12, 7,826,589,

7,796,733, 7,660,388, and 7,418,077 all disclose people screening systems and are all

incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

Despite the prior art efforts to improve methods, apparatuses, and systems for scanning

individuals and carry-on baggage, the abovementioned problems have not been solved. The

prior art methods fail to disclose methods and systems that reasonably alleviate delay during the

divestiture process. In addition, the prior art does not improve the overall efficiency and

throughput of the system.

Accordingly, there is need for an integrated system and process for effectively managing

the flow of people through screening procedures. There is a need for an improved security check

station that reduces the waiting time for individuals and has improved throughput and efficiency.

Such a system would reduce over-staffing of security personnel, facilitate automation of the

metal detector, curtail idle time of machine operators, and significantly increase throughput of

the machines.

There is a need for an intelligent screening system that is able to evaluate the possibility

of threat items based on the past screening history or a benchmark screening pattern for any

individual. There is a need for an intelligent screening system where the plurality of information

is centrally processed for yielding specific outputs to different users.

SUMMARY



In some embodiments, the present specification discloses an intelligent security

management system for expediting security inspection of individuals. The system comprises: at

least one database comprising one or more data records corresponding to each individual being

inspected, the data records representing a characteristic data of each individual; and one or more

security checkpoints comprising at least one inspection device, each security checkpoint being in

data communication with the database for comparing inspection data of the individual collected

by the inspection device with the characteristic data of the individual stored in the database, the

individual being exempted from a second level of security inspection if the inspection data is

similar to the characteristic data.

Optionally, each security checkpoint further comprises a tag reader machine for reading

identifying information of an individual being inspected from an identification tag in possession

of the individual, the identifying information being used to obtain the characteristic data of the

individual from the database.

Optionally, each security checkpoint comprises a biometric reader machine for reading

identifying information of an individual being inspected, the identifying information being used

to obtain the characteristic data of the individual from the database.

Optionally, the database is remotely connected to each security point wirelessly, while in

another embodiment, each security checkpoint comprises a replicated copy of the database.

Optionally, the inspection device is a metal detector comprising a plurality of sets of

transmitter and receiver coils; and the inspection data of an individual comprises electromagnetic

field signals induced in the receiver coils housed in the metal detector when the individual is

inspected by using the metal detector.

Optionally, the inspection device is security scanner employing one of ultra-wide band,

millimeter wave or terahertz imaging.

Optionally, the inspection device is a backscatter X-ray scanner.

In some embodiments, the present specification discloses an intelligent security

management system comprising: a plurality of security checkpoints for inspecting individuals,

the checkpoints being in data communication with a database comprising benchmark screening

signatures of the individuals and wherein an individual is provided expedited security inspection

at the security checkpoints if the inspection of the individual generates screening data lying

within a pre-defined range of the screening signature of the individual. In an embodiment, the



screening signature of an individual comprises typical response signals generated by a screening

system when said individual is exposed to said screening system.

In some embodiments, the present specification discloses a method of inspecting an

individual at a security checkpoint comprising: pre-screening the individual to obtain a

characteristic data of the individual; storing the characteristic data; inspecting the individual at

the security checkpoint to obtain an inspection data of the individual; comparing the inspection

data with the stored characteristic data; and exempting the individual from at least a second level

of security inspection if the inspection data lies within a predetermined range of the characteristic

data.

Optionally, the method further comprises obtaining an identification of the individual for

determining if a characteristic data of the individual is stored. In an embodiment, the

identification of the individual is obtained by using a biometric reader provided at the security

checkpoint; while in another embodiment, the identification of the individual is obtained by

reading a tag comprising a unique identification code of the individual via a tag reader provided

at the security checkpoint.

Optionally, pre-screening the individual to obtain a characteristic data of the individual

comprises inspecting the individual by using a screening system and capturing typical response

signals generated by the screening system when the individual is exposed to the screening system.

Optionally, the characteristic data of the individual is stored in a database comprising

characteristic data of a plurality of individuals, the database being in communication with the

security checkpoint. In an embodiment, the database is stored in a server remote to the security

checkpoint; while in another embodiment, a replicated copy of the database is stored at the

security checkpoint.

Optionally, the individual is inspected at the security checkpoint via a metal detector

comprising a plurality of sets of transmitter and receiver coils; and the inspection data of the

individual comprises electromagnetic field signals induced in the receiver coils of the metal

detector when the individual is inspected via the metal detector.

Optionally, the inspection device is security scanner employing one of ultra-wide band,

millimeter wave or terahertz imaging.

Optionally, the inspection device is a backscatter X-ray scanner.



The aforementioned and other embodiments of the present shall be described in greater

depth in the drawings and detailed description provided below

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other features and advantages of the present invention will be appreciated, as

they become better understood by reference to the following detailed description when

considered in connection with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an intelligent security management system in

accordance with an embodiment of the present specification;

FIG. 2 illustrates a database comprising profiles of people registered with the intelligent

security management system described in an embodiment of the present specification;

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating an exemplary sequence of steps for enrolling a new

individual or passenger to the intelligent security management system described in an

embodiment of the present specification;

FIG. 4A is a flow diagram for illustrating an exemplary sequence of steps performed at

participating or enabled security checkpoints in accordance with an embodiment of the present

specification;

FIG. 4B is a flow chart illustrating the steps involved in comparing scanned data with a

predetermined characteristic screening signature of an individual in accordance with one

embodiment of the present specification;

FIG. 4C is a flow chart illustrating the steps involved in comparing scanned data with a

predetermined characteristic screening signature of an individual in accordance with another

embodiment of the present specification:

FIG. 4D is a flow chart illustrating the steps involved in comparing scanned data with a

predetermined characteristic screening signature of an individual in accordance with yet another

embodiment of the present specification; and

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating the movement of passengers passing through a security

checkpoint comprising a metal detector in accordance with an embodiment of the present

specification.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION



The present specification is directed towards an intelligent security management system

which has higher throughput and efficiency than the conventional security screening systems

commonly deployed at various security checkpoints in the country.

In an embodiment, the present specification describes an intelligent screening system

comprising a database of people such that the information about individuals who subscribe to

this screening system is pre-stored in this database, which is then used to provide faster clearance

to these individuals during the screening process at security checkpoints.

In an embodiment, the intelligent screening system described in present the specification

stores and uses the past screening history of an individual to estimate the presence or absence of

a threat item during scanning. In an embodiment, the system described in the present

specification collects and stores information representative of a benchmark screening result for

each individual and uses this information as a base to detect any deviations that may require a

second level of screenings such as a physical search. In case the screening results of an

individual are in range of the benchmark screening results previously stored in the database, the

second level of screening is avoided for such individuals providing them fast clearance.

In an embodiment, the present specification describes a screening system for transit

points, such as airports and railway stations such that the interested passengers are required to

subscribe to an assisted personnel screening program which requires the passengers to pre-

register and have their details incorporated in a database to provide for faster clearance in the

future at all security checkpoints linked to such database. In an embodiment, the passengers who

subscribe to an assisted passenger screening program are screened to collect their benchmark

screening result pattern which is then stored in a database linked to various security checkpoints.

In an embodiment, the passengers are allocated a tag or a card which is linked to their profile

stored in the database. The passengers can use this tag or card to get faster clearance at various

security checkpoints which are linked to the assisted passenger screening program. In another

embodiment, the passengers are not allocated any tag or card; however the biometric information

of passengers is stored along with their profile and various security checkpoints linked to the

assisted passenger program are equipped with biometric readers to access passenger profiles and

provide faster clearance.

In an embodiment of the present specification, the assisted personnel screening program

is deployed at various security checkpoints such as airports, railway stations, government



establishments, sporting and concert venues, and hotels etc. which are linked to a common

database of known personnel to provide faster clearance during the screening process.

In various embodiments, the intelligent screening system of the present specification is

enabled by a personnel screening system. In some embodiments, the personnel screening system

comprises a metal detector configured to detect electromagnetic field (EMF) signals, a security

screening system configured to use ultra-wide band, millimeter wave, or terahertz technology,

and/or an X-ray based screening system. In a metal detector embodiment, the metal detector

comprises an electronic instrument which detects the presence of conducting material passing

through a defined inspection region. Common types of metal detectors are stationary "walk

through" metal detectors used for security screening at access points in prisons, courthouses, and

airports to detect concealed metal weapons on a person's body. Metal detectors work by

transmitting an electromagnetic field from a set of transmitter coils. Any metal objects (targets)

within the electromagnetic field become energized and retransmit an electromagnetic field of

their own. Receiver coils on the opposite side of the inspection region receive the retransmitted

field and the system alerts the user by producing a target response.

In an embodiment of the present specification, the benchmark screening pattern of an

individual is recorded using a metal detector, wherein the output of the metal detector is a signal

characteristic of the individual, which is derived from the outputs of a plurality of transmitter -

receiver coil combinations positioned in the metal detector. The benchmark screening pattern is

created during multiple walk-throughs of the individual through the metal detectors of the

scanning system, as described further with reference to FIG. 3 . The benchmark is initially

established using multiple scans when the individual first signs up with the screening system and,

in some embodiments, is continuously modified based on on-going scans as the individual passes

through the system during subsequent travel. Typically, a metal detector has a set of transmitter

coils which are energized in sequence, the energizing frequency being typically in the range 2

kHz to 50 kHz. The metal detector also contains a number of receiving coils (the number of

transmitter coils and receiver coils normally being equal). The receiver coils are placed opposing

the transmitter coils, separated by a distance large enough for a passenger to walk between them

(typically 800mm to 1200mm apart). Each receiver coil responds to the signal from the

transmitter coils, the induced electromagnetic signal being dependent on the geometry between

the coils and the size and shape of the individual passing between them. The individual's



characteristic EMF (electromagnetic field) is the aggregated signal of the signals from each of

the receiver coils in response to each of the transmitter coils. In an embodiment, almost twenty

measurements from individual coils in the metal detector are used to estimate the characteristic

EMF of an individual. In another embodiment, both the amplitude and phase of each individual

signal induced in the receiver coil are captured and used to calculate the aggregate characteristic

EMF signal. The aggregate characteristic EMF signal is defined as a time-amplitude digitized

signal from each of the receiver coils, collected in the time period between activation of the

entrance and exit photoelectric cells of the metal detector. The time-amplitude data from each

coil is stored as a waveform. Any walk through metal detector having any number of coils and

specific coil geometry can be used with the embodiments of the present specification. In some

embodiments, metal detectors having a greater number of coils are capable of capturing more

information to generate a more specific signal.

In an embodiment, this signal is referred as the "individual EMF" or the "passenger EMF"

and represents the electromagnetic field signal characteristic of the individual when that

individual is exposed to a metal detector described above. In various embodiments, the EMF

signal is defined in arbitrary units which relate to the relative permeability of the object(s) in the

field between the coils. The permeability of a person is low but the mutual inductance of an

object of interest in typically in the range of 100-1000.

In an embodiment of the present specification, the "individual EMF' of each person is

stored under his profile in a database which can be accessed at various security checkpoints.

When an individual passes through these security checkpoints, the new EMF (electromagnetic

field) data gathered by the metal detectors positioned at these security checkpoints is compared

by the characteristic "individual EMF" data of that individual which is stored in the database. In

case the difference between the two signals is statistically significant, the individual is directed

for second level of screening such as a physical search. In various embodiments, basic statistical

matching, such as least squares minimization, is used to determine how closely the signals or

waveforms from the new EMF match the stored EMF, thereby establishing statistical

significance. In one embodiment, least squares minimization is used to establish statistical

significance. In various embodiments, if the comparison is within a threshold range (e.g.

residuals are less than a pre-determined number) for each receiver coil, then the new and stored

EMF signals are considered matches. If there is a greater than threshold difference for one or



more sets of EMF signal data, then an alarm is raised and the individual is directed toward a

second level of screening.

One of ordinary skill in the art would appreciate that the characteristic EMF signal for an

individual may not be the same under all conditions. Several factors such as difference in

individual clothing, the type of metal detector unit, external noise signals etc. can impact the

EMF signal. In an embodiment, the system that compares the characteristic "individual EMF"

with the new EMF data gathered at any security checkpoint is intelligent enough to take into

account such factors that may bring differences in the new EMF data and characteristic

"individual EMF" data stored in the database. Some of these factors are differences between the

days of the week (weekday or weekend) and seasonal variations which can lead to different EMF

signals on account of differences in individual clothing pattern. In another embodiment, the

system is intelligent and gradually adapts to store several characteristic "individual EMF" signals

for each individual depending on the time of the day, day of the week or season for each

individual. In various embodiments, every time an individual passes through the system, the

system stores the EMF signal and the newly stored EMF signal forms part of the individual's

database. The system then averages EMF signal data taken at similar times of day to create a

smoother EMF signal. For example, an individual takes a lunchbox to work. At the start of the

day the lunchbox would be full whereas in the afternoon the lunchbox would be empty. In

another example, an individual going out on a weekend evening would be dressed differently

than when they go to work during the week. For example, an individual taking a briefcase to

work during the week will look different compared to the same individual going to the cinema on

the weekend. As the EMF signal would be expected to be different, the system would be

configured to "learn" the behavior pattern of the individual and then look for anomalies.

Learning involves the system noting differences during each pass of an individual and creating

"individual EMF" signals based on the average as a function of time of day, day of the week, and

time of the year. During the screening process at any security checkpoint, depending on various

factors such as those listed above, the most appropriate of these "individual EMF" signals is used

as the benchmark signal for comparison purposes.

In an embodiment, the database comprising the profile and characteristic "individual

EMF" of known individuals is stored in a remote server location and all security checkpoints are

equipped to access the remote server location in real time for accessing profiles of known



individuals passing through the security checkpoint. In an alternate embodiment, to aid faster

processing, particularly in areas not having internet access or with slow data speeds, a local

image of the database is also stored in the security checkpoint system such that the local database

is regularly synchronized with the latest data stored in the master database located in the remote

server location.

In another embodiment, a personnel screening system comprises a security scanner that

employs ultra-wide band, millimeter wave, or terahertz technology. The use of a millimeter

wave scanner will be described herein, although it should be understood that any security

scanner using ultra-wide band, millimeter wave or terahertz technology may be employed. In

various embodiments, a security scanner uses electromagnetic radiation to passively or actively

scan an individual's entire body to create a three dimensional image of said body and detect

objects concealed underneath said individual's clothing.

For example, millimeter wave scanners employ energy comprising extremely high

frequency (EHF) radio frequency bands (wavelengths ranging from one to ten millimeters), for

example in a range of 24 - 30 GHz. Clothing and other materials are translucent to these bands,

allowing for the detection of objects underneath said clothing. Active millimeter wave scanners

transmit electromagnetic radiation at an individual and then detect the reflected radiation to

generate an image representative of the individual. Passive millimeter wave scanners detect

ambient radiation and radiation emitted from an individual's body to generate an image

representative of the individual.

In an embodiment of the present specification, the benchmark screening pattern of an

individual is recorded using an ultrawide band, millimeter wave scanner, or terahertz security

scanner wherein the output of the security scanner is an image characteristic of the individual.

The benchmark screening pattern is created during multiple walk-throughs of the individual

through the security scanner of the scanning system, as described further with reference to FIG. 3 .

The benchmark is initially established using multiple scans when the individual first signs up

with the screening system and, in some embodiments, is continuously modified based on on

going scans as the individual passes through the system during subsequent travel. In an

embodiment, this image is referred to as the "individual image" or the "passenger image" and

represents the generated image characteristic of the individual when that individual is exposed to

a security scanner as described above.



In an embodiment of the present specification, the "individual image" of each person is

stored under his profile in a database which can be accessed at various security checkpoints.

When an individual passes through these security checkpoints, the new image data generated by

the security scanners positioned at these security checkpoints is compared by the characteristic

"individual image" data of that individual which is stored in the database. In case the difference

between the two images is statistically significant, the individual is directed for a second level of

screening such as a physical search. In various embodiments, basic statistical matching is used

to determine how closely the signals or waveforms from the new image match the stored image,

thereby establishing statistical significance. In one embodiment, least squares minimization is

used to establish statistical significance. In various embodiments, if the comparison is within a

threshold range, then the new and stored security scanner images are considered matches. If there

is a greater than threshold difference for one or more sets of image signal data, then an alarm is

raised and the individual is directed toward a second level of screening.

One of ordinary skill in the art would appreciate that the characteristic security scanner

generated image for an individual may not be the same under all conditions. Several factors such

as difference in individual clothing, the type of security scanner, and external noise signals can

impact the individual image. In an embodiment, the system that compares the characteristic

"individual image" with the new image data generated at any security checkpoint is intelligent

enough to take into account such factors that may bring differences in the new image data and

characteristic "individual image" data stored in the database. Some of these factors are

differences between the days of the week (weekday or weekend) and seasonal variations which

can lead to different images on account of differences in individual clothing pattern. In another

embodiment, the system is intelligent and gradually adapts to store several characteristic

"individual images" for each individual depending on the time of the day, day of the week or

season for each individual. During the screening process at any security checkpoint, depending

on various factors such as those listed above, the most appropriate of these "individual images"

is used as the benchmark signal for comparison purposes.

In an embodiment, the database comprising the profile and characteristic "individual

image" of known individuals is stored in a remote server location and all security checkpoints

are equipped to access the remote server location in real time for accessing profiles of known

individuals passing through the security checkpoint. In an alternate embodiment, to aid faster



processing, particularly in areas not having internet access or with slow data speeds, a local

image of the database is also stored in the security checkpoint system such that the local database

is regularly synchronized with the latest data stored in the master database located in the remote

server location.

In other embodiments, a personnel screening system uses X-rays to scan an individual.

For example, in some embodiments, the personnel screening system comprises a backscatter X-

ray scanner. Backscatter X-ray scanners employ the Compton scattering effect of X-rays to

generate two-dimensional images of individual's bodies and detect objects hidden on said bodies.

X-rays are typically transmitted toward both sides of an individual's body and the reflected

radiation is detected to generate an image of the body and any objects positioned thereon. The

pattern of the image generated by the scanner is dependent upon the material property of the

scanned objects.

In an embodiment of the present specification, the benchmark screening pattern of an

individual is recorded using an X-ray scanner, wherein the output of the X-ray scanner is an X-

ray image characteristic of the individual. The benchmark screening pattern is created during

multiple walk-throughs of the individual through the X-ray scanner of the scanning system, as

described further with reference to FIG. 3 . The benchmark is initially established using multiple

scans when the individual first signs up with the screening system and, in some embodiments, is

continuously modified based on on-going scans as the individual passes through the system

during subsequent travel. In an embodiment, this image is referred as the "individual X-ray

image" or the "passenger X-ray image" and represents the generated image characteristic of the

individual when that individual is exposed to an X-ray scanner described above.

In an embodiment of the present specification, the "individual X-ray image" of each

person is stored under his profile in a database which can be accessed at various security

checkpoints. When an individual passes through these security checkpoints, the new X-ray

image data generated by the X-ray scanners positioned at these security checkpoints is compared

by the characteristic "individual X-ray image" data of that individual which is stored in the

database. In case the differences between the two signals are statistically significant, the

individual is directed for a second level of screening such as a physical search. In various

embodiments, basic statistical matching is used to determine how closely the signals or

waveforms from the new image match the stored image, thereby establishing statistical



significance. In one embodiment, least squares minimization is used to establish statistical

significance. In various embodiments, if the comparison is within a threshold range, then the

new and stored X-ray images are considered matches. If there is a greater than threshold

difference for one or more sets of image signal data, then an alarm is raised and the individual is

directed toward a second level of screening.

One of ordinary skill in the art would appreciate that the characteristic X-ray image for an

individual may not be the same under all conditions. Several factors such as difference in

individual clothing, the type of X-ray scanner, and external noise signals can impact the X-ray

image. In an embodiment, the system that compares the characteristic "individual X-ray image"

with the new X-ray image data generated at any security checkpoint is intelligent enough to take

into account such factors that may bring differences in the new X-ray image data and

characteristic "individual X-ray image" data stored in the database. Some of these factors are

differences between the days of the week (weekday or weekend) and seasonal variations which

can lead to different X-ray images on account of difference in individual clothing pattern. In

another embodiment, the system is intelligent and gradually adapts to store several characteristic

"individual X-ray images" for each individual depending on the time of the day, day of the week

or season for each individual. During the screening process at any security checkpoint,

depending on various factors such as those listed above, the most appropriate of these

"individual X-ray images" is used as the benchmark signal for comparison purposes.

In some embodiments, the intelligent security management system of the present

specification is capable of making a determination whether data, whichever form it may be

presented in (EMF signals, individual images, X-ray images) is anomalous. Therefore, the

system identifies patterns (for example day and time) through the broad representation of the

data and identifies skews within this data. In some embodiments, the intelligent security

management system allows for risk-based screening in which baselines are dynamic and can be

set based on the security requirement. A threshold can therefore be fixed based on sensitivity

and specificity, which results in a dynamic definition of an anomaly.

In some embodiments, threshold comparisons are based on techniques such as but not

limited to a least squares minimization and various algorithms such as, but not limited to

template matching, trained neural networks, and/or deep learning.



For example, in one embodiment where a metal detector is employed as the inspection

device, the system looks for patterns (such as day and time) and the broad shape of the EMF

(noting that multiple EMF signals are generated for coil signals collected from head to toe). Coil

signals are based on a person's signature, which can be affected by at least height and weight of

the person (coil loading). The system then employs a method such as a least squares

minimization, which compares residuals to thresholds, where a different threshold is defined for

each coil pair. For example, where the legs are moving due to the person walking, a wider

variation is seen in the EMF signal than in the torso, where movement is much less and therefore,

there is less variability scan to scan.

Also for example, multiple algorithms based on different techniques, such as but not

limited to template matching, trained neural networks, and/or deep learning can be employed to

look at the output of each of these methods for consistent "threat" signatures. For a simple least

squares approach, a deviation in residual compared to the reference of +/- 1 to 5% is typical (the

magnitude of acceptable error being greater at the feet that at the torso). For machine learning

type algorithms, the comparison results in a "probability of threat present". In one embodiment,

for example, the "probability of threat present" can be defined as a threat present if the

comparison value is >80%. In another embodiment, a binary output may be used, such as "threat"

or "no threat". If and once a threat is identified, the physical search result is fed back to the

database and the stored EMF is updated. This assists the machine learning algorithms to become

more accurate and also provides a record for the system operator regarding detection vs false

alarm rate, which can be used to tune detection thresholds and overall system sensitivity.

It should be noted that these techniques are employed regardless of the type of inspection

device used and the output is fine tuned to correlate to the type of inspection device used.

In an embodiment, the database comprising the profile and characteristic "individual X-

ray image" of known individuals is stored in a remote server location and all security

checkpoints are equipped to access the remote server location in real time for accessing profiles

of known individuals passing through the security checkpoint. In an alternate embodiment, to aid

faster processing, particularly in areas not having internet access or with slow data speeds, a

local image of the database is also stored in the security checkpoint system such that the local

database is regularly synchronized with the latest data stored in the master database located in

the remote server location.



The present specification is directed towards multiple embodiments. The following

disclosure is provided in order to enable a person having ordinary skill in the art to practice the

invention. Language used in this specification should not be interpreted as a general disavowal

of any one specific embodiment or used to limit the claims beyond the meaning of the terms used

therein. The general principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments and

applications without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Also, the terminology

and phraseology used is for the purpose of describing exemplary embodiments and should not be

considered limiting. Thus, the present invention is to be accorded the widest scope encompassing

numerous alternatives, modifications and equivalents consistent with the principles and features

disclosed. For purpose of clarity, details relating to technical material that is known in the

technical fields related to the invention have not been described in detail so as not to

unnecessarily obscure the present invention.

FIG. 1 illustrates an intelligent security management system in accordance with an

embodiment of the present specification. As shown in FIG.l, the intelligent security management

system of the present specification comprises a remote server system 100 which comprises a

personnel database 101 and a processing unit 102 which is in data communication with the

personnel database 101. The remote server system 100 is also in data communication with a

plurality of security checkpoints such as 103a, 103b. . . 103n. In an embodiment, the personnel

database 101 contains the profiles of various individuals (or passengers in case of an independent

airport security system) who have been registered with the intelligent screening system described

in the present specification. Individuals are registered with the intelligent screening system via a

registration process, an embodiment of which is described in greater detail with reference to FIG.

3 . For each individual registered with the system, the database 101 contains the record of

information representative of the typical response of some specific type of screening systems

located at the security checkpoints 103 when that individual is exposed to similar types of

screening systems. For example, in some embodiments, the database 101 contains a record of

information representative of the typical response of an individual exposed to a screening system

as a function of time of day, day of the week, and time of the year or season (summer, winter) as

individuals would be expected to wear different clothing depending on the season or local

temperature, and this would result in a different signal or image (wherein whether a signal or

image is generated is dependent upon the screening system employed).



In an embodiment, the security checkpoints 103 are located in different locations such as

airport transit points, hotels, or important government establishments which require a restricted

access and prior screening of individuals for threat items before allowing them to pass through.

The intelligent screening system of the present specification provides a potential faster

clearance at these security checkpoints for individuals who are registered with it. In an

embodiment, the registered individuals or passengers are provided tags which are associated with

their profile stored in the database 101 located in remote server system 100. The tag contains a

unique identification code corresponding to each registered individual linking the individual to

corresponding characteristic EMF signal(s), security scanner (such as ultra-wide band, millimeter

wave or terahertz) image, or X-ray image stored in the database 101. In various embodiments,

the unique identification code comprises a radio-frequency identification (RFID) code, linear

barcode, quick response (QR) code, or a magnetic strip or a chip similar to those on a credit card.

When an individual approaches any of the security checkpoints 103 which are connected to the

intelligent screening system described herein, the individual can use this tag to alert the system at

security checkpoint that he or she might be considered for a faster security clearance. In an

embodiment, the security checkpoints are equipped with tag readers to read the tags carried by

individuals passing through the system. The system identifies the individual from this tag and

subsequently, the individual is screened at the first level of the security system. The response of

this security system is compared with the information stored under the profile of the individual in

the remote database 101. The information stored in the remote database 101 contains the typical

benchmark response of a similar kind of security system to the same individual.

In case there is no statistically significant difference between the new data generated by

security system and the benchmark response data stored in the database, the individual is allowed

faster clearance by bypassing at least one level of screening. However, in case the difference

between two response patterns is statistically significant, the individual is directed for a second

level of screening. In an embodiment, the second level of search comprises a full pat down

physical search.

In an embodiment, the individuals are not provided with tags; however their biometric

information is stored in the database and the same is scanned at the security checkpoints 103 to

identify their profile from the database 101. In various embodiments, biometric information

includes, but is not limited to fingerprint data, facial recognition data, and retinal scan data.



In an embodiment, the intelligent screening system of the present specification is enabled

by a metal detector based screening mechanism. The benchmark screening pattern of an

individual is recorded using a metal detector wherein the output of the metal detector is a signal

characteristic of the individual, which is derived from the outputs of a plurality of transmitter -

receiver coil combinations positioned in the metal detector. In an embodiment, this signal is

referred as the "individual EMF" or the "passenger EMF". In another embodiment, the

intelligent screening system of the present specification is enabled by a security scanning system,

such as one employing ultra-wide band, millimeter wave, or terahertz technology. The

benchmark screening pattern of an individual is recorded using a security scanning system, such

as one employing ultra-wide band, millimeter wave, or terahertz technology, which generates a

three-dimensional representative image of the individual. In an embodiment, this image is

referred to as the "individual image" or the "passenger image". In another embodiment, the

intelligent screening system of the present specification is enabled by an X-ray scanning

mechanism. The benchmark screening pattern of an individual is recorded using a backscatter

X-ray scanner which generates a two-dimensional representative image of the individual. In an

embodiment, this image is referred to as the "individual X-ray image" or the "passenger X-ray

image".

In an embodiment of the present specification, the "individual EMF", "individual image",

or "individual X-ray image" for each person is stored under his profile in the database 101 which

can be accessed at various security checkpoints 103. When an individual passes through the

metal detectors, security scanners, or X-ray scanners positioned at these security checkpoints 103,

the new EMF or image data gathered by these scanners is compared to the characteristic

"individual EMF", "individual image", or "individual X-ray image" for that individual. In case

the differences between the two signals or images are statistically significant, the individual is

directed for a second level of screening such as a physical search.

In an embodiment, the intelligent screening system of the present specification records

the "individual EMF", "individual image", or "individual X-ray image" of an individual only

once at the time of registration or enrollment to the assisted screening program and uses the same

benchmark EMF signal or image at various checkpoints for evaluating the threat perception. In

another embodiment, the intelligent screening system of the present specification has intelligence

and learning capability. The typical response signal of a metal detector, security scanner, or X-



ray scanner to any individual, referred to as "individual EMF", "individual image", or

"individual X-ray image" respectively, can change over time. The intelligent screening system of

the present specification gradually adapts itself to compensate for these changes.

In an embodiment, the intelligent screening system records the past screening history of

an individual from various security checkpoints and recalibrates the benchmark "individual

EMF", "individual image", or "individual X-ray image" based on this data. In various

embodiments, multiple EMF signals or images are recorded over a predefined interval of time

and the benchmark "individual EMF", "individual image", or "individual X-ray image" is altered

based upon differences in the recorded EMF signals or images. In various embodiments, the

system stores the EMF or image data taken at different times of day, week, and year, and

continuously merges these sets of data to continually update the benchmark "individual EMF",

"individual image", or "individual X-ray image" based on the pattern of behavior of the

individual. The system then compares the new EMF or image with the updated stored EM or

image. If no significant difference is determined, the system uses the new scanned data to update

the stored benchmark data. If the system discovers a significant difference, an alarm is raised,

the individual is directed to a second level of screening, and the stored EMF or image data is not

updated with the new scanned data.

In another embodiment, the intelligent screening system of the present specification takes

into consideration various other internal and external factors which can impact the response

signal generated by a scanner located at any security checkpoint 103. For e.g. the response

pattern can vary depending on the clothing of the individual which in itself may depend on the

time of day that individual is screened, or on some external noise signals in the vicinity of the

scanner. In an embodiment, the intelligent screening system of the present specification takes all

these factors into consideration while comparing the response signal generated at any security

checkpoint 103 with the "individual EMF", "individual image", or "individual X-ray image"

stored under his profile in database 101. In another embodiment, a plurality of "individual EMF"

signals, "individual images", or "individual X-ray images" are estimated and stored by the

intelligent screening system for each individual depending on the above factors and the most

appropriate "passenger EMF" or "individual EMF", "passenger image" or "individual image", or

"passenger X-ray image" or "individual X-ray image" is compared with the response signal



generated at any security checkpoint 103. In various embodiments, the most appropriate EMF

signal or image is based on the time of day, day of the week, and/or time/season of the year.

In an embodiment, the intelligent screening system of the present specification allows

only a voluntary individual to subscribe to an assisted screening program and register with the

database 101 to become eligible for fast clearance at security checkpoints 103. In another

embodiment, the system automatically estimates and records "individual EMF" signals,

"individual images", or "individual X-ray images" based on past screening history of all

individuals and uses it for efficient management of flow at security checkpoints.

FIG. 2 illustrates a database comprising profiles of people registered with the intelligent

security management system described in an embodiment of the present specification. As shown

in FIG. 2, the database 200 comprises a plurality of profiles 201a, 201b. .. 20 In corresponding to

subscriber 1, subscriber 2 . . . subscriber n who are registered with the database. In an embodiment,

each of the profiles 201a, 201b. . . 20 In contains information representative of the "individual

EMF", "individual image", or "individual X-ray image" or a typical response pattern of the

person registered under the corresponding profile to a metal detector, security scanner, X-ray

scanner, or any other kind of screening system. In another embodiment, each of the profiles 201a,

201b. . . 20 In contains a plurality of "individual EMF", "individual image", or "individual X-ray

image" data sets which are representative of the response pattern of same individual to the

corresponding scanning system of the present specification under different operating or testing

conditions.

FIG. 3 illustrates the sequence of steps followed for enrolling a new individual or

passenger to the intelligent security management system described in an embodiment of the

present specification. As shown in FIG. 3, at step 301, an individual subscribes to the intelligent

security management system to become eligible for faster clearance at various security

checkpoints enabled for such assisted screening programs. In various embodiments, subscribing

to the intelligent security management system involves the individual providing his personal

individual profile, including, but not limited to, name, address, and citizenship, to a database,

such as database 101 of FIG. 1, of the security system, where it is stored. In some embodiments,

the personal information is password protected by a password known to the individual and an

owner of the security system. In an embodiment, enabled security checkpoints are those security

checkpoints which are linked to the remote server system described in FIG. 1 and are equipped



with the necessary equipment such as card readers or biometric scanners to identify program

subscribers and access their profile in the remote server system. At step 302, the individual is

scanned multiple times by the scanner of the security system to generate a characteristic

screening signature or the typical response signal of the security screening system to the

concerned individual. In an embodiment of the present specification, the scanner used is a metal

detector and the screening signature is the "individual EMF" or typical aggregated

electromagnetic field generated in receiver coils of the metal detector when the corresponding

individual is exposed to the metal detector based screening system. In another embodiment, the

scanner used is a security scanning system, such as one employing ultra-wide band, millimeter

wave, or terahertz technology and the screening signature is an "individual image". In yet

another embodiment, the scanner used is an X-ray scanner and the screening signature is an

"individual X-ray image". Optionally, in an embodiment, during the registration process, an

individual puts on a variety of different articles and layers of clothing and is scanned multiple

times by the scanner of the security system to model characteristic screening signatures for

different clothing patterns at step 303. At step 304, one or more screening signatures generated

at steps 302 and/or 303 are stored in the system database. In an embodiment, at step 305, a

unique tag is associated with each individual profile stored in the database and this tag is issued

to the individuals who can get access to a faster clearance at security checkpoints using this tag.

Optionally, at step 306, biometric information of the individual is recorded in addition to, or in

place of, associating a unique tag with the individual. At step 307, the individual profiles,

screening signatures, comprising the "individual EMF", "individual image", or "individual X-ray

image", associated tags and/or biometric information are stored in a database such as database

101 illustrated in FIG. 1.

In some embodiments, the security checkpoints are equipped with biometric scanning

machines to identify program subscribers and access their "individual EMF", "individual image",

or "individual X-ray image" from their profiles located in the remote server.

FIG. 4A illustrates the sequence of steps followed at a participating or enabled security

checkpoints in accordance with an embodiment of the present specification. As shown in FIG.

4A, at step 401, a subscriber (or a passenger in case of checkpoints at transit points such as

airports) arrives at an enabled security checkpoint and taps the tag reader or submits to biometric

scanning (e.g. fingerprint or retinal scanning) before entering the screening system. An enabled



or participating security checkpoint is the security checkpoint which is integrated with the

intelligent screening system described in this specification and has been equipped to identify the

subscribers of this system and provide them faster security clearance.

In an embodiment, tapping the tag reader means that the subscriber displays the tag

issued to him in front of the tag reader positioned at the security checkpoint to allow the system

to identify his profile from a database system such as the remote database system 101 described

in FIG. 1. Optionally, a subscriber can be identified by biometric scanning. At step 403 it is

determined if the subscriber is identified as being subscribed/registered with the intelligent

screening system of the present specification. An individual is determined to be a subscriber

(registered with the system) if the system finds a profile match in the database based on the

information on his tag or based on the scanned biometrics. At step 405, if the subscriber is

identified as being registered with the screening system, the system retrieves the screening

signature ("individual EMF", "individual image", or "individual X-ray image") of the subscriber

from the centralized database. In an embodiment of the present specification, the screening

signature of a subscriber is the typical benchmark response pattern or signal generated by

specific types of security screening systems (metal detector; security scanning system, such as

one employing ultra-wide band, millimeter wave, or terahertz technology; or X-ray scanner)

when the concerned subscriber is exposed to said specific types of screening systems.

At step 407, the subscriber walks through the screening system and is inspected by at

least one inspection device to generate real time inspection data corresponding to the subscriber.

At step 409, the real time inspection data generated by the screening system at step 407 is

compared with the screening signature retrieved at step 405. At step 4 11, it is determined if the

inspection data is similar to the retrieved signature corresponding to the subscriber. Note that the

comparison is achieved by the least squares analysis or machine learning means described above.

If the inspection data is similar to the retrieved signature, the subscriber is directed for faster

security clearance at step 413. In an embodiment, faster security clearance means that at least

one layer of security screening is bypassed for the positively cleared subscriber as described

above. If the inspection data is not similar to the retrieved signature, the subscriber is directed for

a second level of screening at step 415. The above mentioned procedure is followed to provide

an expedited security clearance to subscribed personnel who enter the security checkpoint. At the

same time, personnel who are not subscribed to the intelligent screening system of the present



specification, as determined at step 403, are directly sent for a second level of screening at step

415, which is usually more time consuming.

In an embodiment, the participating or enabled security checkpoints of the intelligent

screening system employ metal detectors. In such a case, at step 405, after identifying the

subscriber, the system retrieves the screening signature of the concerned subscriber from the

centralized database, wherein the screening signature comprises the typical "individual EMF' or

electromagnetic field generated when the same subscriber is exposed to a metal detector similar

to the metal detector employed at the security checkpoint. Also, in the above embodiment, at step

407, the subscriber walks through the metal detector, and at step 409, real time EMF signals

captured by the metal detector are compared with the "individual EMF" of the subscriber. At

step 4 11, the system checks if the real time EMF signals are similar to the benchmark "individual

EMF" signal pre-stored for the subscriber. In case the results are similar, the subscriber is

directed for faster security clearance, and in case the real time EMF signals are not similar to the

pre-stored benchmark "individual EMF", the person is directed for a detailed physical search.

In another embodiment, the participating or enabled security checkpoints of the

intelligent screening system employ a security scanning system, such as one employing ultra-

wide band, millimeter wave, or terahertz technology. In such a case, at step 405, after

identifying the subscriber, the system retrieves the screening signature of the concerned

subscriber from the centralized database, wherein the screening signature comprises the typical

"individual image" generated when the same subscriber is exposed to a security scanner

employed at the security checkpoint. Also, in the above embodiment, at step 407, the subscriber

walks through the security scanner, and at step 409, real time image data captured by the security

scanner is compared with the "individual image" of the subscriber. At step 4 11, the system

checks if the real time image is similar to the benchmark "individual image" pre-stored for the

subscriber. In case the results are similar, the subscriber is directed for faster security clearance,

and in case the real time image is not similar to the pre-stored benchmark "individual image", the

person is directed for a detailed physical search.

In another embodiment, the participating or enabled security checkpoints of the

intelligent screening system employ X-ray scanners. In such a case, at step 405, after identifying

the subscriber, the system retrieves the screening signature of the concerned subscriber from the

centralized database, wherein the screening signature comprises the typical "individual X-ray



image" generated when the same subscriber is exposed to an X-ray scanner similar to the X-ray

scanner employed at the security checkpoint. Also, in the above embodiment, at step 407, the

subscriber walks through the X-ray scanner, and at step 409, real time image data captured by the

X-ray scanner is compared with the "individual X-ray image" of the subscriber. At step 4 11, the

system checks if the real time image is similar to the benchmark "individual X-ray image" pre-

stored for the subscriber. In case the results are similar, the subscriber is directed for faster

security clearance, and in case the real time image is not similar to the pre-stored benchmark

"individual X-ray image", the person is directed for a detailed physical search.

FIG. 4B is a flow chart illustrating the steps involved in comparing scanned data with a

predetermined characteristic screening signature of an individual in accordance with one

embodiment of the present specification. Referring to FIG. 4B, the scanned data (EMF signal)

and predetermined characteristic screening signature ("individual EMF") comprise signals

obtained by a metal detector. The scanned data is generated in the moment and the

predetermined characteristic screening signature is stored from the individual's registration

process, which can also be altered over time based on differences from a multitude of scans. At

step 420, a scanned EMF signal range is defined that is still considered as matching the

"individual EMF". In some embodiments, the matching scanned EMF signal range is up to 10%

different than the stored "individual EMF", and, more preferably, up to 5% different than the

stored "individual EMF". At step 421, the time of day is evaluated to account for differences in

the scanned EMF signal and the acceptable matching range is adjusted accordingly. At step 422,

the day of the week is evaluated to account for differences in the scanned EMF signal and the

acceptable matching range is adjusted accordingly. At step 423, the time of year is evaluated to

account for differences in the scanned EMF signal and the acceptable matching range is adjusted

accordingly. Steps 421, 422, and 423 are performed to account for differences in the individual's

body, such as weight and clothing, as a result of the time of day, week, or year. For example, a

person may weigh more or wear more layers of clothing at different times of the day, week, or

year. The scanned EMF signal is compared to the matching range of "individual EMF" signals

at step 424. At step 425, the individual is allowed through the security system if the scanned

EMF falls within the matching range or is directed toward a second level of screening if the

scanned EMF falls outside the matching range. The scanned signal is stored in the database at



step 426 for aggregation with other scanned signals to provide for modification of the benchmark

"individual EMF".

FIG. 4C is a flow chart illustrating the steps involved in comparing scanned data with a

predetermined characteristic screening signature of an individual in accordance with another

embodiment of the present specification. Referring to FIG. 4C, the scanned data (scanned

image) and predetermined characteristic screening signature ("individual image") comprise

images obtained by a security scanner such as one employing ultra-wide band, millimeter wave,

or terahertz technology. The scanned data is generated in the moment and the predetermined

characteristic screening signature is stored from the individual's registration process, which can

also be altered over time based on differences from a multitude of scans. At step 430, a scanned

image range is defined that is still considered as matching the "individual image". In some

embodiments, the matching scanned image range is up to 10% different than the stored

"individual image", and, more preferably, up to 5% different than the stored "individual image".

At step 431, the time of day is evaluated to account for differences in the scanned mm wave

image and the acceptable matching range is adjusted accordingly. At step 432, the day of the

week is evaluated to account for differences in the scanned mm wave image and the acceptable

matching range is adjusted accordingly. At step 433, the time of year is evaluated to account for

differences in the scanned mm wave image and the acceptable matching range is adjusted

accordingly. Steps 431, 432, and 433 are performed to account for differences in the individual's

body, such as weight and clothing, as a result of the time of day, week, or year. For example, a

person may weigh more or wear more layers of clothing at different times of the day, week, or

year. The scanned mm wave image is compared to the matching range of "individual images" at

step 434. At step 435, the individual is allowed through the security system if the scanned image

falls within the matching range or is directed toward a second level of screening if the scanned

image falls outside the matching range. The scanned image is stored in the database at step 436

for aggregation with other scanned images to provide for modification of the benchmark

"individual image".

FIG. 4D is a flow chart illustrating the steps involved in comparing scanned data with a

predetermined characteristic screening signature of an individual in accordance with yet another

embodiment of the present specification. Referring to FIG. 4D, the scanned data (scanned X-ray

image) and predetermined characteristic screening signature ("individual X-ray image")



comprise images obtained by an X-ray scanner. The scanned data is generated in the moment

and the predetermined characteristic screening signature is stored from the individual's

registration process, which can also be altered over time based on differences from a multitude of

scans. At step 440, a scanned X-ray image range is defined that is still considered as matching

the "individual X-ray image". In some embodiments, the matching scanned X-ray image range

is up to 10% different than the stored "individual X-ray image", and, more preferably, up to 5%

different than the stored "individual X-ray image". At step 441, the time of day is evaluated to

account for differences in the scanned X-ray image and the acceptable matching range is

adjusted accordingly. At step 442, the day of the week is evaluated to account for differences in

the scanned X-ray image and the acceptable matching range is adjusted accordingly. At step 443,

the time of year is evaluated to account for differences in the scanned X-ray image and the

acceptable matching range is adjusted accordingly. Steps 441, 442, and 443 are performed to

account for differences in the individual's body, such as weight and clothing, as a result of the

time of day, week, or year. For example, a person may weigh more or wear more layers of

clothing at different times of the day, week, or year. The scanned X-ray image is compared to

the matching range of "individual X-ray images" at step 444. At step 445, the individual is

allowed through the security system if the scanned X-ray image falls within the matching range

or is directed toward a second level of screening if the scanned image falls outside the matching

range. The scanned X-ray image is stored in the database at step 446 for aggregation with other

scanned images to provide for modification of the benchmark "individual X-ray image".

FIG. 5 illustrates the movement of passengers passing through a security checkpoint

employing a metal detector, security scanning system (such as one employing ultra-wide band,

millimeter wave, or terahertz technology millimeter wave scanner), or X-ray scanner in

accordance with an embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG. 5, the incoming

passengers 501 are queued in front of the scanner 502. In an embodiment, a tag reader 503 is also

positioned adjacent to the scanner 502. The scanner 502 is in data communication with a

controller 504, which in an embodiment is located at the security checkpoint. In another

embodiment the controller 504 is located at a remote location. In an embodiment, the controller

504 is in data communication with a database 505, which in an embodiment is located at a

remote server location. In another embodiment, the database 505 is located locally at the security

checkpoint. The database 505 comprises the screening signatures or the benchmark "individual



EMFs", "individual images", or "individual X-ray images" for various individuals subscribed to

the intelligent screening system in accordance with an embodiment of the present specification.

The "individual EMF", "individual images", or "individual X-ray images" corresponding to any

individual represents the response characteristic of a metal detector, security scanner, or X-ray

scanner when that individual is exposed to the corresponding scanner.

In an embodiment, the incoming passengers 501 who are subscribed to the intelligent

screening system have the option to get faster clearance by displaying a unique tag allocated to

them in front of a tag reader 503. When any of such passengers 501, who is a subscriber to the

intelligent screening system, passes through the scanner 502, a new response data captured by

the scanner is estimated which is then compared to the benchmark "individual EMF", "individual

image", or "individual X-ray image" corresponding to that passenger, which is stored in

database 505. The "individual EMF", "individual image", or "individual X-ray image"

corresponding to that passenger is retrieved from the database using the information captured by

tag reader when the passenger displays the unique tag in front of the tag reader 503. In another

embodiment, a biometric scanner 523 scans the individual in addition to, or in place of, the tag

reader 503 to identify the individual and access the stored individual benchmark information. In

an embodiment, after passing through the scanner 502, the passenger 501 arrives in an area 506

such that there are two exits from area 506 which are regulated with the help of automatic gates

507 and 509. In an embodiment, if the new response data captured by the metal detector for any

passenger 501 is similar to the "individual EMF", "individual image", or "individual X-ray

image" corresponding to that passenger, the concerned passenger is provided security clearance

at this level and the gate 507 automatically opens allowing the passenger 501 to move to an open

area 508. United States Patent Number 8,766,764 and United States Patent Application Number

14/280,774, both assigned to the applicant of the present specification and incorporated herein by

reference in their entirety, disclose automated personnel screening systems comprising a plurality

of gates and holding areas which can be used with the intelligent screening systems and methods

disclosed herein. United States Patent Numbers 7,660,388 and 7,418,077, also both assigned to

the applicant of the present specification and incorporated herein by reference in their entirety,

disclose passenger screening stations which can be used with the intelligent screening systems

and methods disclosed herein.



In an embodiment, in case the new response data captured by the metal detector for any

passenger 501 is not similar to the "individual EMF", "individual image", or "individual X-ray

image" corresponding to that passenger, the concerned passenger is directed for a second level of

screening such as physical search and the gate 509 opens directing the person to move to an area

510. In an embodiment, the second level of screening is performed on passenger 501 present in

the area 510. In case the passenger is cleared in the second level of screening, a gate 513 opens

allowing the passenger 501 to move to an open area 508. In case the passenger is not cleared in

the second level of screening, a gate 5 11 opens allowing the passenger 501 to move to a

restricted area 512 for further interrogation.

In an embodiment, for passengers who are not subscribed to the assisted screening

program, there is no option of getting a fast security clearance through gate 507. After the

passage through metal detector, all such passengers have to mandatorily move to area 510

through the gate 509 for a second level of screening which would be often more time consuming.

The above examples are merely illustrative of the many applications of the system of

present specification. Although only a few embodiments of the present invention have been

described herein, it should be understood that the present invention might be embodied in many

other specific forms without departing from the spirit or scope of the invention. Therefore, the

present examples and embodiments are to be considered as illustrative and not restrictive, and

the invention may be modified within the scope of the appended claims.

In the description and claims of the application, each of the words "comprise" "include"

and "have", and forms thereof, are not necessarily limited to members in a list with which the

words may be associated.



CLAIMS

We claim:

1. An intelligent security management system for expediting security inspection of individuals,

the system comprising:

at least one database comprising one or more data records corresponding to each

individual being inspected, the data records representing a characteristic data of each individual;

and

one or more security checkpoints comprising at least one inspection device, each security

checkpoint being in data communication with the database for comparing inspection data of the

individual collected by the inspection device with the characteristic data of the individual stored

in the database, the individual being exempted from a second level of security inspection if the

inspection data is similar to the characteristic data.

2 . The intelligent security management system of claim 1 wherein each security checkpoint

further comprises a tag reader machine for reading identifying information of an individual

being inspected from an identification tag in possession of the individual, the identifying

information being used to obtain the characteristic data of the individual from the database.

3 . The intelligent security management system of claim 1 wherem each security checkpoint

further comprises a biometric reader machine for reading identifying information of an

individual being inspected, the identifying information being used to obtain the characteristic

data of the individual from the database.

4 . The intelligent security management system of claim 1 wherein the database is remotely

connected to each security point wire!essly.

5 The intelligent security management system of claim 1 wherein each security checkpoint

comprises a replicated copy of the database.

6 . The intelligent security management system of claim 1 wherein the inspection device is a

metal detector comprising a plurality of sets of transmitter and receiver coils.



7. The intelligent security management system of claim 6 wherein the inspection data of an

individual comprises electromagnetic field signals induced in the receiver coils housed in the

metal detector when the individual is inspected y using the metal detector.

8. The intelligent security management system of claim 1 wherein the inspection device is

security scanner employing one of ultra-wide band, millimeter wave or terahertz imaging.

9 . The intelligent security management system of claim 1 wherein the inspection device is a

baekseatter X-ray scanner.

10. An intelligent security management system comprising: a plurality of security checkpoints

for inspecting individuals, the checkpoints being in data communication with a database

comprising benchmark screening signatures of the individuals and wherein an individual is

provided expedited security inspection at the security checkpoints if the inspection of the

individual generates screening data lying within a pre-defined range of the screening

signature of the individual.

11. The intelligent security management system of claim 10, wherein the screening signature of

an individual comprises typical response signals generated by a screening system when said

individual is exposed to said screening system.

12. A method of inspecting an individual at a security checkpoint, the method comprising:

pre-sereenmg the individual to obtain a characteristic data of the individual;

storing the characteristic data;

inspecting the individual at the security checkpoint to obtain an inspection data of the

individual;

comparing the inspection data with the stored characteristic data; and

exempting the individual from at least a second level of security inspection if the

inspection data lies within a predetermined range of the characteristic data.

13. The method of claim 12 further comprising obtaining an identification of the individual for

determining if a characteristic data of the individual is stored.



14. The method of claim 13 wherein the identification of the individual is obtained by using a

biometric reader provided at the security checkpoint.

15. The method of claim 13 wherein the identification of the individual is obtained by reading a

tag comprising a unique identification code of the individual via a tag reader provided at the

security checkpoint.

16. The method of ciaim 12 wherein pre-screening the individual to obtain a characteristic data

of the individual comprises inspecting the individual by using a screening system and

capturing typical response signals generated by the screening system when the individual is

exposed to the screening system.

17. The method of claim 12 wherein the characteristic data of the individual is stored in a

database comprising characteristics data of a plurality of individuals, the database being in

communication with the security checkpoint.

18. The method of claim 17 wherein the database is stored in a server remote to the security

checkpoint.

9 . The method of ciaim 8 wherein a replicated copy of the database is stored at the security

checkpoint.

20. The method of claim 12 wherein the individual is inspected at the security checkpoint via a

metal detector comprising a plurality of sets of transmitter and receiver coils.

21. The method of ciaim 20 wherein the inspection data of the individual comprises

electromagnetic field signals induced in the receiver coils of the metal detector when the

individual is inspected via the metal detector.

22. The intelligent security management system of ciaim 2 wherein the inspection device is

security scanner employing one of ultra-wide band, millimeter wave or terahertz imaging.



3 . The intelligent security management system of claim 12 wherein the inspection device is a

backscatter X-ray scanner.
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